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WELCOME
Thank you for reading my first - ever - impact report!

For me, this report serves as a reflection of how far the
brand and myself have come in just two short years. I
launched Belle + Blossom in August of 2020, 5 months into
the pandemic, with the intent of driving positive change
for things that mattered most to me and my community.

It brings me joy to share my passion with all of you thus
far. Because this brand is so much bigger than slow
fashion, it’s about how we create a positive impact for the
world and our communities. 

Let’s take a look at how we’ve blossomed, together.

Lina Cheatham
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ABOUT

Belle + Blossom makes it easier for you to shop by
what matters to you most. Whether you’re looking for
brands that practice ethical production and are
primarily women-led or you’re looking for
handcrafted products made with sustainable
materials, we are giving you the power to choose
how you shop with a values-driven approach.
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We're changing the way you shop.
One value at a time.

@bpavhat

@bpavhat @goodforthought

@fairlysouthern

@creativelyla

@creativelyla
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Sustainable products are created
using earth-friendly materials that
are responsibly grown and harvested.
Sustainable material examples are
GOTS Certified Organic Cotton, hemp,
linen, rattan, and precious metals.

Sustainable

Handcrafted

Handcrafted products are
handmade by artisans worldwide
often using traditional techniques
passed from one generation to
another as inspiration for their
artwork.

VALUES GUIDE Fair Trade & B Corp Certified

Business practices designed to help
producers in growing countries reach
sustainable and equitable trade
relationships through fair living
wages and improved social and
environmental standards.

Social Good

Brands with a social good
component have standing give back
programs such as running
community development and
housing programs or donating a
portion of profits to a non-profit or
charity.

Women Owned

Women Owned products are created
by makers, companies, organizations,
and/or non-profits where majority of
the individuals with a stake in the
company identify as women.

Small Batch

Small batch production produces
lower carbon emissions, uses fewer
resources, increases quality control,
and creates more opportunities for
exclusive one-of-a-kind products as
opposed to large factory production.



We seek partnerships with trusted
vendors who provide access to
safe and healthy working
environments that are free of
forced labor, harassment, and
discrimination. Most of our
partners pay 2-4x the livable wage
within their regions.

Safe + Dignified Workplaces

Protecting The Earth

There is only one Earth, and it is our
duty to preserve its resources. We
prioritize sourcing products
derived from natural resources
and actively seek to reduce our
carbon footprint for all business
operations.

COMMITMENTS
Women Empowerment

Empowering women is essential to
the social and economic growth of a
community. Our partners offer fair
living wages for their artisans,
enabling them to fuel sustainable
economies and provide a fulfilled life
for themselves and their families.

Advocating For Social Justice

We intentionally build transparent
relationships with organizations that
support individuals, no matter their
race, ethnicity, age, gender, sexual
orientation, socioeconomic status, or
other identifier and are committed to
raising awareness of human rights.
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58% 95%79%

92% 52%76%

BY THE NUMBERS

Brand Partnerships

Product Assortment

Fair Trade or 
B Corp Certified

Women
Owned

Social
Good

Handcrafted Sustainable 
Materials

Slow Batch
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IN  THE COMMUNITY

Together we raised $460 enabling us to give:

50 Feminine Care Kits to unhoused young girls and women who were
unable to afford or store feminine care products.

6 Showers through S.H.A.R.E.’s Mobile Shower Program - the program
brings showers and toilets on wheels to the street to help their
unhoused neighbors rekindle self-confidence, restore hope, and
unlock opportunities that come along with being clean. 

2020

NEXT DOOR
 SOLUTIONS 

In October 2020, we hosted a fundraiser to help clear NDS’s wish list of
toiletry and pantry items. NDS is the only stand-alone domestic
violence agency in Santa Clara County. They serve an average of
3,000 survivors and answer approximately 15,000 crisis calls annually.
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NDS is a non-profit on a mission to end 
domestic violence in the moment and 
for all time.

Together we raised $198 enabling us to 
donate:

238 wishlist items

a non-profit with a mission to share 
hope, abundance, resources and 

encouragement with members of the 
community and the organizations who 
serve them by creating ways for people 

to work together toward positive 
change. 

2021

S.H.A.R.E.
COMMUNITY



LOOKING FORWARD

 Becoming 1% For The Planet Member
With a focus on water stewardship

 Uplifting Female BIPOC Voices
Through blog post spotlights and product
collaborations

While we’ve come a long way already, I know there is
much more to do. Here is a peek into what I’m looking
forward to bringing to Belle + Blossom by 2022:

1.

2.

"Because this brand is so much bigger than slow
fashion, it’s about how we create a positive impact
for the world and our communities." 
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@bpavhat @@goodforthought

@@roverandkin@@fairethicalfrugal



THANK YOU
That’s a wrap on Belle + Blossom’s first impact
report! 

From the bottom of my heart, thank you. I truly
appreciate all of the support from my family,
friends, and community for this dream of mine. I
hope you are just as excited as me for what we
have accomplished and what is in store for Bell +
Blossom.

Looking forward to blossoming together in the
years to come!

Lina Cheatham
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